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[1] Over the past decade the development of Scanning Imaging Absorption
Spectrometer for Atmospheric Chartography (SCIAMACHY) retrievals has increased the
interest in the use of satellite measurements for studying the global sources and sinks of
methane. Meanwhile, measurements are becoming available from the more advanced
Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT). The aim of this study is to investigate
the application of GOSAT retrievals to inverse modeling, for which we make use of the
TM5-4DVAR inverse modeling framework. Inverse modeling calculations are performed
using data from two different retrieval approaches: a full physics and a lightpath proxy
ratio method. The performance of these inversions is analyzed in comparison with
inversions using SCIAMACHY retrievals and measurements from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration-Earth System Research Laboratory ﬂask-sampling
network. In addition, we compare the inversion results against independent surface,
aircraft, and total-column measurements. Inversions with GOSAT data show good
agreement with surface measurements, whereas for SCIAMACHY a similar performance
can only be achieved after signiﬁcant bias corrections. Some inconsistencies between
surface and total-column methane remain in the Southern Hemisphere. However,
comparisons with measurements from the Total Column Carbon Observing Network in
situ Fourier transform spectrometer network indicate that those may be caused by
systematic model errors rather than by shortcomings in the GOSAT retrievals. The global
patterns of methane emissions derived from SCIAMACHY (with bias correction) and
GOSAT retrievals are in remarkable agreement and allow an increased resolution of
tropical emissions. The satellite inversions increase tropical methane emission by 30 to
60 TgCH4/yr compared to initial a priori estimates, partly counterbalanced by reductions
in emissions at midlatitudes to high latitudes.
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1. Introduction
[2] Methane is the second most important anthropogenic
greenhouse gas. Its concentration in the atmosphere has
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grown by a factor 2.5 since the preindustrial period, and
it is currently responsible for approximately 20% of the
anthropogenic greenhouse effect [Denman et al., 2007]. It
has been proposed as an “easy target” for global warm-
ing mitigation policies [Hansen et al., 2000; Shindell et al.,
2012] because of its high global warming potential [Forster
et al., 2007] and because of its short atmospheric lifetime
compared with CO2 [Dentener et al., 2003]. The technical
mitigation potential of CH4 (amount of methane emissions
that could be reduced by technological efﬁciency improve-
ments) has been estimated at about half of the projected
anthropogenic emissions in 2030 [Höglund-Isaksson, 2012].
[3] Predicting the future atmospheric methane concen-
tration requires a thorough understanding of the processes
controlling it. Anthropogenic emissions (mainly from agri-
culture, waste management, and fossil fuel production) are
the main drivers of the increase over the last century. How-
ever, natural sources (wetlands, termites, geological activity)
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and sinks (mainly oxidation of methane by the hydroxyl
radical, OH) also have sensitivity to climate change.
[4] Large-scale methane surface ﬂuxes are not directly
measurable. However, inverse modeling techniques can be
used to derive information on these ﬂuxes from observa-
tions of atmospheric methane concentrations. Inverse mod-
eling techniques usually combine observations of methane
mixing ratios with a priori knowledge on methane emis-
sions to obtain a statistical best estimate of these emis-
sions [Mikaloff Fletcher et al., 2004; Bousquet et al., 2006;
Meirink et al., 2008b]. The quality of the estimate is highly
dependent, among other factors, on the availability and
quality of measurements.
[5] Since the methane lifetime in the atmosphere is long
(9 years) [Dentener et al., 2003] compared to the typical
time scales of long-range transport (1 year for interhemi-
spheric air exchange), global networks of surface concen-
tration measurements (such as the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration-Earth System Research Lab-
oratory (NOAA/ESRL), Advanced Global Atmospheric
Gases Experiment, and Commonwealth Scientiﬁc and
Industrial Research Organisation networks [Dlugokencky et
al., 2013; Rigby et al., 2008; Francey et al., 1999]) provide
a good representation of large-scale variations of methane
concentrations such as the interhemispheric gradient and
seasonal and interannual variability. From this information,
important constraints can be derived about variations in
the imbalance of global-scale methane sources and sinks
[Crutzen et al., 1997; Dlugokencky et al., 2003; Wang et
al., 2004; Bousquet et al., 2010]. Unfortunately, due to
the sparseness and the uneven distribution of these sur-
face networks, they provide accurate regional constraints
only in a few densely monitored regions (mostly North
America and Europe). This means that potentially large
methane emissions from tropical regions are poorly con-
strained. For this reason, inverse modeling constrained only
by global surface monitoring networks is mainly used for
studying the methane budgets and interannual variations
integrated over large regions [Crutzen et al., 1997; Bousquet
et al., 2006, 2010]. Another application is regional-scale
inverse modeling using measurement from tall towers, in
regions where a tall tower network exists, such as the
Integrated Carbon Observation System network in Europe
[Villani et al., 2010].
[6] In contrast, satellite observations of methane provide a
more extensive and homogeneous coverage than in situ net-
works. Since they quantify a column-mixing ratio, and not
only a local one like surface measurements, they provide a
constraint on a larger fraction of the atmosphere than surface
observations. Depending on the sensitivity of the instrument
and on the retrieval technique, they may be sensitive to the
upper troposphere/lower stratosphere area. This is consid-
ered an advantage since it should lead to a more complete
representation of the atmosphere, but it also makes inver-
sions using satellite retrievals more sensitive to model errors
in the upper troposphere and stratosphere. Important draw-
backs of satellite retrievals are that they are available only
for a limited range of atmospheric conditions (absence of
clouds, low aerosol load) and that they are less accurate and
more difﬁcult to validate than in situ measurements.
[7] In the past 15 years, several satellite instruments have
been launched for measuring methane in the troposphere.
Of particular importance for inverse modeling are SCIA-
MACHY (Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for
Atmospheric Chartography, onboard ENVISAT), which has
been in orbit since March 2002 but stopped transmitting data
in April 2012, and Tanso-FTS (Thermal and Near Infrared
Sensor for Carbon Observation), aboard the Greenhouse
gases observing satellite (GOSAT), which was launched
in January 2009. Both SCIAMACHY and GOSAT mea-
sure CH4 exploiting its shortwave-infrared absorption in
the solar spectrum. They are therefore sensitive to methane
in the whole troposphere, which makes them particularly
suitable for inverse modeling of surface emissions. Several
other instruments (TES [Wecht et al., 2012], IASI [Razavi
et al., 2009], and AIRS [Xiong et al., 2008]) are measuring
methane in the thermal infrared (TIR), but with a peak sen-
sitivity near the tropopause, and are hence better suited for
studying large-scale transport of methane [Crevoisier et al.,
2009; Xiong et al., 2010; Wecht et al., 2012].
[8] Several XCH4 (column-averaged dry mole fraction
of CH4) retrievals using SCIAMACHY observations have
been published [Frankenberg et al., 2005b; Buchwitz et al.,
2005; Schneising et al., 2009]. Early versions of the SCIA-
MACHY IMAP (iterative maximum a posteriori) retrieval
[Frankenberg et al., 2005a] pointed to signiﬁcantly higher
tropical emissions than accounted for in emission invento-
ries, supporting the hypothesis of aerobic methane emis-
sions from living plants [Keppler et al., 2006]. Further
development of the SCIAMACHY IMAP XCH4 retrieval
showed that part of the strong methane signal in the trop-
ics was caused by spectroscopic uncertainties [Frankenberg
et al., 2008, 2011]. Aerobic CH4 emissions from living
plants were found to be far lower than initially suggested
[Dueck et al., 2007; Nisbet et al., 2009; Keppler et al.,
2009; Vigano, 2010; Querino et al., 2011] and may be
insigniﬁcant for the global budget. Recent inversions using
SCIAMACHY still show a disagreement between tropical
bottom-up methane emissions inventories and emission esti-
mates derived from satellite observations [Bergamaschi et
al., 2009], which points to remaining uncertainties in tropi-
cal methane emissions, most likely related to underestimated
wetland emissions.
[9] GOSAT XCH4 retrievals have been published by sev-
eral groups [Parker et al., 2011; Yoshida et al., 2011; Butz
et al., 2011]. In this study we make use of the RemoTeC
GOSAT XCH4 retrievals which are available using two dif-
ferent techniques: The Proxy retrieval [Butz et al., 2011;
Schepers et al., 2012] which was originally developed
for SCIAMACHY [Frankenberg et al., 2005a] and the
recently developed Full Physics approach [Butz et al., 2010;
Schepers et al., 2012], which is a combined retrieval of
CH4, CO2, and aerosol parameters. Extensive comparisons
between these GOSAT retrievals and ground-based total-
column CH4 measurements from TCCON (Total Column
Carbon Observing Network) [Wunch et al., 2010] pointed
to signiﬁcant improvements in accuracy and precision com-
pared with SCIAMACHY [Butz et al., 2011]. On the other
hand, the long integration time of the Tanso-FTS instrument
onboard GOSAT leads to a reduction in sampling frequency.
This reduces the measurement coverage by roughly an order
of magnitude compared with SCIAMACHY. Fraser et al.
[2012] published inverse modeling simulations constrained
by GOSAT-Proxy retrievals from Parker et al. [2011], but
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it is the ﬁrst time a Full Physics retrieval is being used in
an inversion.
[10] The goal of this paper is to investigate the use of
the new RemoTeC XCH4 retrievals for estimating global
methane emissions using atmospheric inverse modeling.
Inversions are performed using the two GOSAT retrieval
methods on a 15month period (from May 2009 to August
2010), and results are compared to inversions using (1)
surface concentration measurements only and (2) SCIA-
MACHY retrievals and surface concentration measure-
ments. The aim is to verify whether the emission adjustments
using GOSAT conﬁrm earlier reported ﬁndings using SCIA-
MACHY and whether the improved GOSAT measurement
quality provides additional constraints on CH4 ﬂuxes.
[11] This intercomparison is a ﬁrst step toward the com-
bined use of SCIAMACHY and GOSAT retrievals in
methane inversions spanning a longer time period. This
addresses the problem of the limited lifetime of satellite
instruments and the need to combine instrumental records
for conducting long-term studies, which is relevant also in
the context of new satellites that are planned for launch the
coming years (OCO-2, TROPOMI on Sentinel-5 precursor,
CarbonSat, and GOSAT-2). Identifying strengths and short-
comings of SCIAMACHY and GOSAT from an atmospheric
modeling perspective may help improve the speciﬁcation
and design of new instruments.
[12] In section 2 we describe our model and its initial
setup and the main characteristics of the observational data
sets used. In section 3 we ﬁrst verify that each inversion is
able to reproduce methane observations from different data
sets. Then we present and discuss the emissions obtained
using different inverse modeling setups, focusing on the role
of the systematic and random components of measurement
uncertainty, and measurement coverage. Finally, we discuss
the role of other remaining sources of uncertainty.
2. Methods
2.1. Model
[13] In this study we use the TM5-4DVAR inverse model
described in Meirink et al. [2008a]. TM5 is a chemistry
transport model for calculating the spatiotemporal distribu-
tion of atmospheric tracers given surface ﬂuxes, atmospheric
chemistry, and transport. Model simulations are carried out
at a horizontal resolution of 6ı  4ı (longitude  latitude)
and 25 hybrid sigma-pressure levels in the vertical. Trans-
port is driven by meteorological ﬁelds from the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
ERA-interim reanalysis project [Dee et al., 2011]. The most
important update since the TM5 model version described
in Meirink et al. [2008a] is the parametrization of hori-
zontal diffusion, described in section 2.1. The 4DVAR is a
data-assimilation method originally developed for numerical
weather prediction but now widely used for studying atmo-
spheric chemical composition [Talagrand and Courtier,
1987; Fisher and Lary, 1995]. It minimizes the cost function
J(x) =
1
2
(x – xb)TB–1(x – xb)„ ƒ‚ …
Jb
+
1
2
(y – Hx)TR–1(y – Hx)
„ ƒ‚ …
Jobs
, (1)
where the state vector x is the set of parameters that we
seek to optimize, xb is the a priori knowledge of x, and y
is a vector of observations. Hx represents model estimates
for observations corresponding to y. B and R are, respec-
tively, the error covariance matrices of the a priori ﬂuxes and
of the observations. The 4DVAR algorithm minimizes the
cost function iteratively. For an initial state vector x = xb,
the local cost function gradient rJ(x) is calculated using the
adjoint method [Errico, 1997] and is used to determine an
updated state vector that leads to a lower value of J(x) (using
the conjugate gradient algorithm [Lanczos, 1950]). This pro-
cess is repeated until the gradient norm decreases below a
preset convergence condition. Details about the implemen-
tation in TM5 can be found in Meirink et al. [2008a] and
references therein.
[14] 4DVAR was ﬁrst implemented in TM5 by Meirink
et al. [2008b] to optimize methane emissions and was fur-
ther developed by Bergamaschi et al. [2009] and applied
to other tracers [Hooghiemstra et al., 2011, 2012; Montzka
et al., 2011; Basu et al., 2013].
[15] The state vector x is composed of the monthly emis-
sions into each surface grid box of the model and the a priori
methane concentration ﬁeld on the ﬁrst day of the simula-
tion. Monthly emission uncertainties (diagonal terms of B in
equation (1)) are set as 50% of the a priori ﬂuxes in each
grid box. Emission error correlations (off-diagonal terms of
B) are modeled using a Gaussian function of the distance
between grid cells (both in time and space), using spatial
and temporal correlation lengths of, respectively, 500 km
and 1month. A similar 500 km horizontal correlation length
is used for the a priori CH4 concentration ﬁeld, in combina-
tion with a vertical correlation determined using the National
Meteorological Center (NMC) method [Parrish and Derber,
1992; Meirink et al., 2006].
[16] The treatment of observations and observational
errors (y and R) and the calculation of model-to-observation
distances (y – Hx) are described in section 2.3.3.
[17] In our simulations the TM5 model has been extended
with a horizontal diffusion parameterization, following
results of Patra et al. [2011] showing that TM5 under-
estimates the interhemispheric mixing in comparison with
other models and SF6 measurements. The new parameter-
ization is an extension of the scheme by Prather et al.
[1987], which accounts for horizontal mixing in presence
of deep convection. Large convection cells are common
along the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), which
explains why explicit representation of horizontal diffusion
effectively enhances interhemispheric mixing. The original
scheme has been modiﬁed such that the diffusion coefﬁ-
cients are scaled to the sum of the convective entrainment
and detrainment ﬂuxes that are used for convection in the
model. As a criterion for “deep convection” we use the dif-
ference between cloud top and cloud base, which should
exceed 500 hPa. Like in Prather et al. [1987], a global scal-
ing factor is used to bring the simulated north-south gradient
of SF6 in agreement with measurements. Figure 1 shows
the impact of the horizontal diffusion scheme on the TM5
simulated SF6 gradient using emissions as speciﬁed in the
TRANSCOM-CH4 protocol [Patra et al., 2011].
2.2. A Priori Sources and Sinks
[18] The model is forced by monthly emissions on a 6ı 
4ı grid. Except for biomass burning, all anthropogenic emis-
sions are derived from emission maps of the EDGAR4.1
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Figure 1. Comparison of model-simulated and observed
latitudinal gradients of SF6. Concentrations are shown rel-
ative to NOAA site South Pole. Black: measurements
(NOAA); green/red: TM5 with/without horizontal diffusion
(models are evaluated at measurement locations (in time and
space) for the year 2004).
inventory (http://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu) emission maps for
2005, corrected by scaling factors to account for the emis-
sion changes since 2005. For energy-production-related
emission maps (such as coal mining and oil and gas pro-
duction), the scaling factors are derived from annual energy
statistics made available by British Petroleum (BP) (sta-
tistical review of world energy 2011, http://www.bp.com).
To update emissions from agricultural sources (rice cultiva-
tion, cattle farming), we make use of Food and Agriculture
Organization statistics (http://faostat.fao.org). For remaining
anthropogenic emissions (such as waste treatment), a scal-
ing factor was derived from the average 2000–2005 growth
rate in the EDGAR4.1 database.
[19] EDGAR4.1 emission maps are annual. However,
since rice emissions have important seasonal variations, we
distributed them monthly according to the rice cropping cal-
endar of Matthews and Fung [1987]. Other EDGAR sources
were kept constant through the year.
[20] Monthly maps of biomass burning emissions are
taken from the GFED3.1 inventory, except for those of agri-
cultural waste burning that are taken from EDGAR4.1. Since
it does not cover the year 2010, the 2009 emission map was
reused in 2010.
[21] For natural wetland emission estimates, we used an
average of the emissions calculated for the period 2003–
2008 by Spahni et al. [2011] with the process-based model
LPJ-WhyMe. LPJ-WhyMe accounts for emissions from wet
soils as well as from methane oxidation under dry conditions
(methane soil sink). Since LPJ-WhyMe also covers regions
with intensive rice cultivation, these regions were not used,
to avoid double counting with EDGAR4.1.
[22] Recent estimates of geological emissions of methane
(from mud volcanoes and methane hydrates) point to a
global source of 40 to 60 TgCH4/yr [Etiope and Milkov,
2004; Kvenvolden and Rogers, 2005; Etiope et al., 2008].
However, despite considerable efforts to make an inven-
tory of geological sources [Etiope and Klusman, 2002;
Bange et al., 2009; Shakhova et al., 2010], the available
estimates are based on measurements from a relatively
small number of sites, and no comprehensive map of
geologic emissions is yet available. For terrestrial geo-
logic emissions, we accounted only for emissions reported
in the Global On-Shore Gas and Oil Seeps (GLOGOS)
database (http://www.searchanddiscovery.com/documents/
2009/090806etiope/). The total emission was distributed
evenly over reported sites for lack of quantitative infor-
mation about the majority of sites. For oceanic seepages,
a conservative estimate of 17 TgCH4/yr was distributed
uniformly over the continental shelves.
[23] Tropospheric oxidation of methane by OH is cal-
culated using monthly distribution of OH by Spivakovsky
et al. [2000], adjusted by a single scaling factor (0.92)
derived from inverse modeling of methyl chloroform in
TM5 [Montzka et al. [2011]; M. Krol, personal communi-
cation]. The same OH ﬁeld was used in 2009 and 2010.
Stratospheric CH4 lifetimes are derived from the Cambridge
2-D model [Law and Pyle, 1993; Velders, 1995] and account
for CH4 oxidation by OH, O(1D), and Cl radicals.
[24] A summary of the a priori methane emissions per
source category is provided in Table 1.
2.3. Observations
[25] We used observational constraints from surface con-
centration measurements and from the GOSAT and SCIA-
MACHY satellite instruments. In this section we describe
the observation data sets and the preprocessing that we
applied to them.
2.3.1. Surface Concentration Measurements
[26] Measurement time series from 46 sites of
the NOAA/ESRL cooperative ﬂask-sampling network
[Dlugokencky et al., 2013] were used to constrain our
inversions. The purpose of using these observations is to
provide a reliable background constraint on CH4 emissions.
Therefore, only sites that provide good coverage during our
inversion time period were selected. A map of selected sites
is shown in Figure 2.
2.3.2. Satellite Observations
[27] Three retrieval data sets have been used in our inver-
sions: the SCIAMACHY IMAPv5.5 retrieval [Frankenberg
et al., 2008, 2011] and the GOSAT RemoTeCv1.0 Proxy
[Schepers et al., 2012] and Full Physics retrievals [Butz
et al., 2010, 2011].
Table 1. A Priori Sources Strength for 2009 and 2010
Category 2009 2010
Biomass burninga 23.6 23.7
Wetlands 124.9 124.9
Geologic sourcesb 24.5 24.5
Rice cultivation 35.7 35.8
Agriculturec 110.6 110.6
Fossil sourcesd 118.8 125.0
Waste managemente 61.1 62.4
Other anthropogenic 24.4 25.0
Other naturalf 12.8 12.8
Total 536 545
aGFED3.1 biomass burning emissions and EDGAR4.1 agricultural waste
burning.
bMarine and anthropogenic sources.
cCattle and manure management.
dCoal mining and oil and gas production and distribution.
eLandﬁlls and wastewater management.
fTermites and wild animals.
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Figure 2. Location of surface measurements used in the inversions (red dots). The dot sizes are propor-
tional to the number of measurements at each location. Deﬁnition of regions (green squares) and deﬁnition
of zonal bands (shaded bands; from north to south: NPOL, NHET, TROP, and SHET) used in sections 3
and 4.
[28] All retrievals make use of measurements of the spec-
tral radiance of Earth-reﬂected sunlight in the 1.65 m
absorption band of methane. In addition, information on the
light path is needed to transform observed methane number
densities into dry air mixing ratios. This requires an esti-
mate of the integrated air mass that is sampled along the
optical path.
[29] 1. In the Proxy method the total column of CO2
(retrieved from its absorption band at 1.57 m for SCIA-
MACHY and 1.6 m for GOSAT) is taken as proxy of the
sampled air mass, represented as
XCH4 =
[CH4]obs
[CO2]obs
 XCO2mod , (2)
where XCO2mod is a model-derived estimate of XCO2, for
which we use CarbonTracker 2009 [Peters et al., 2007,
2010]. The method was ﬁrst introduced for XCH4 retrievals
from SCIAMACHY but is also applied to GOSAT [Schepers
et al., 2012]. The strength of the proxy approach lies in the
fact that perturbations in the optical path due to aerosol scat-
tering efﬁciently cancel out in the CH4obsCO2obs ratio. This is based
on the assumption that the utilized CH4 and CO2 absorptions
bands are at a sufﬁciently small spectral distance from each
other for the aerosol scattering properties and surface albedo
to be similar. The method is also attractive from a com-
putational point of view, since there is no need to account
for scattering in the radiative transfer model. The main dis-
advantage is that the proxy XCH4 retrievals rely on the
quality of CO2model and can therefore not be considered a fully
independent measurement of XCH4.
[30] 2. In the Full Physics retrieval approach, the informa-
tion on scattering that is required for estimating the sampled
air mass is retrieved from the measured spectra along with
XCH4 [Butz et al., 2011]. The main advantage of this method
compared with the proxy method is that it does not require a
model-derived CO2 ﬁeld. On the other hand, the Full Physics
approach can only account for scattering to a limited extend
[Schepers et al., 2012]. In addition, the method is less tol-
erant to cloud cover than the proxy method, which calls for
a more stringent cloud ﬁltering. These requirements on ﬁl-
tering for clouds and aerosols reduce the number of useful
measurements for the full physics approach to 31% of the
proxy approach.
[31] An estimate of retrieval uncertainty is calculated by
the retrieval algorithms (by propagation of the instrumen-
tal and a priori retrieval parameters uncertainties). These
uncertainties are on average 8.4 ppb for the GOSAT-Proxy
retrievals and 9.9 ppb for the GOSAT-Full Physics. How-
ever, comparisons with independent data from the TCCON
network [Wunch et al., 2010] point to overall measure-
ment uncertainties that are on average a factor 1.5–2 larger
than the retrieval-derived uncertainty [Butz et al., 2011;
Schepers et al., 2012]. In our simulations (and in Figure 3),
we therefore scale the GOSAT retrievals uncertainties by
a factor 1.5. For SCIAMACHY the retrieval uncertainty is
higher, on average 27 ppb.
[32] Extensive data ﬁltering is carried out to exclude mea-
surements under various conditions which compromise the
retrieval quality, cloud cover being the most limiting. The
data ﬁltering is speciﬁc to each instrument and each retrieval
method.
[33] GOSAT-Full Physics retrievals are ﬁltered according
to the parameters described in Butz et al. [2011, auxil-
iary material]. Additionally, we ﬁlter out sunglint measure-
ments (oceans) and Gain-M measurements (measurements
using a different sensor conﬁguration, used for high surface
albedo situations). The ﬁltering criteria for the GOSAT-
Proxy retrieval differ from those of the Full Physics retrieval
by more relaxed cloud-cover conditions (95% cloud-free
instead of 99% for the Full Physics retrieval) and by the
absence of scattering-based ﬁltering conditions. For SCIA-
MACHY, we used the standard ﬁltering settings of the
IMAP retrieval (http://www.sciamachy.org/products/CH4/
CH4vc_SRON_PSD_v5.pdf). Additionally, measurements
over oceans and at latitudes higher than 50ı were not used.
Finally, upper and lower thresholds of 1500 and 2000 ppb
were set on the SCIAMACHY-retrieved XCH4.
[34] As a consequence of these ﬁlters and of the
instrument characteristics, the density and precision of
measurements varies between the XCH4 data sets. The
GOSAT-Proxy retrieval contains about 3 times more obser-
vations than the Full Physics retrieval (in particular due
to the rejection of retrievals over bright surfaces, such as
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Figure 3. (ﬁrst row) A priori model-to-observation mismatch, corrected from mean bias. (second row)
Retrieval uncertainty. (third row) Number of measurements per 6ı  4ı grid box. (last row) A posteriori
ﬁt residuals to satellite retrievals. Color bars on the left are for the SCIAMACHY plots (left column),
while color bars on the right are for the two GOSAT retrievals (center and right columns).
deserts, in GOSAT-Full Physics). There are also about 4
times more observations in the SCIAMACHY retrieval than
in the GOSAT-Proxy. Differences in the number of obser-
vations are partly counterbalanced by the differences in
retrieval uncertainty. An overview of the amount of data and
retrieval uncertainty is summarized in Figure 3 (second and
third rows).
[35] Finally, as illustrated in Figure 3 (ﬁrst row), there
are signiﬁcant differences between the a priori model-to-
observation differences: Both GOSAT retrievals show an
interhemispheric gradient that is about 25 ppb larger than
modeled in TM5. On the contrary, SCIAMACHY retrievals
show latitudinal variations that are in better agreement with
the model but show larger regional discrepancies, such as
signiﬁcantly higher XCH4 over the African rain forest and
over Central Asia. These differences may point to biases in
the retrievals that need to be corrected in a preprocessing
stage before the data enter the inversion.
[36] Satellite retrieval biases have been investigated using
colocated TCCON measurements, which led to a correction
of the GOSAT-Full Physics retrieval by a single coefﬁ-
cient (1.0037, i.e., +6.3 ppb for a 1700 ppb retrieved total
column), while no correction needed to be applied to the
GOSAT-Proxy retrieval. On the contrary, previous studies
[Bergamaschi et al., 2009] and our own experience showed
that more complicated bias corrections are required for
SCIAMACHY. We apply a bias correction on SCIA-
MACHY retrievals that consists of a constant and a sea-
sonally varying term with coefﬁcients that optimize the
agreement between colocated SCIAMACHY and TCCON
measurements for the period 2009–2010. For the seasonal
correction we take ECMWF ERA-interim-derived speciﬁc
humidity averaged over the lowest 3 km of the retrieved col-
umn. A more detailed description can be found in Houweling
et al. (manuscript in preparation, 2013). In contrast to previ-
ous studies [e.g., Meirink et al., 2008b; Bergamaschi et al.,
2009], we do not allow the inversion to further optimize this
bias correction.
2.3.3. Observation Sampling
[37] Following the cost function J(x) (Equation (1)), the
model-to-observation mismatches (y – Hx) are weighted by
the uncertainties stored in matrix R. Individual measure-
ments of the same type (i.e., satellite or in situ) are averaged
in 3-hourly time invervals in each model grid box. This is
to limit the relative weight of periods with high number of
observations in the absence of off-diagonal error correlations
in R. The averaged observations are assumed uncorrelated.
[38] In situ observations are compared to modeled CH4
mixing ratios that are linearly interpolated from the 6ı  4ı
CH4 ﬁeld. Similarly, model-simulated GOSAT and SCIA-
MACHY retrievals are interpolated to 1ı  1ı. These
column-mixing ratios are calculated following
XCHmod4 =
1
psurf
nlevX
i=0
ıpi

aki  CHmod4i + (1 – aki)  CHapri4i

, (3)
where aki is the sum of the averaging kernel elements at the
layer i. CHmod4 is the model vertical proﬁle, and CH
apri
4 is the
a priori vertical proﬁle of CH4 used to calculate the retrieval.
ıpi represents the pressure thickness of each level, and psurf
is the surface pressure. ak and CHapri4 are provided with the
retrieval data sets. The retrieval and the model are not on
the same pressure coordinates (the model has 25 vertical
layers, while the retrieval has only 6 (GOSAT-Proxy) or 12
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Table 2. Inversions Performed and Corresponding Observational
Data Sets
Inversion Observations Used
SURF NOAA
PRNO NOAA + GOSAT-Proxy
PR GOSAT-Proxy
FPNO NOAA + GOSAT-Full Physics
FP GOSAT-Full Physics
SCIANO NOAA + SCIAMACHY
PRc GOSAT-Proxy (using Proxy and Full Physics ﬁlters)
(SCIAMACHY, GOSAT-Full Physics) vertical levels).
Hence, it is necessary to interpolate CHapri4 , ak, and CHmod4
to the same vertical coordinates. Several interpolation tech-
niques have been tested, without any major impact on
XCHmod4 (ﬁnally a simple linear interpolation was cho-
sen). It appeared, however, necessary to ﬁlter out retrievals
whose surface pressure differed signiﬁcantly from the
model surface pressure (i.e., mainly retrievals over isolated
mountains).
[39] Like most off-line transport models, the TM5
model tends to underestimate the stratospheric age of
air [Jones et al., 2001], resulting in a generally over-
estimated contribution of upper-stratospheric methane to
XCHmod4 . To account for this, we correct model sampled
vertical proﬁles above 50 hPa using a CH4 climatology
based on HALOE/CLAES (Halogen Occultation Experi-
ment/Cryofenic Limb Array Etalon Spectrometer) observa-
tions [Randel et al., 1998] when calculating XCHmod4 . This
procedure includes a linear correction for the CH4 increase
since the period of observation.
[40] Data uncertainties (y) stored in R result from a
combination of the individual measurement uncertainties,
meas, and of the so-called representation uncertainties, mod
(systematic model-data mismatch caused by the coarse-
ness of the model grid). Representation uncertainties are
estimated as using standard deviation of the model local
(for in situ observations) or column-averaged (for satellite
retrievals) mixing-ratio ﬁeld in the surrounding grid cells.
For surface observations, the sum of measurement and rep-
resentation uncertainties is used as an estimate for the data
uncertainty. For satellite retrievals, the largest of the two
uncertainties is used. Measurement uncertainty meas is set
as 3 ppb for all surface observations. For satellite retrievals,
the measurement uncertainty is calculated using the retrieval
uncertainty (see section 2.3.2).
2.4. Inversions Setup
[41] All inversions were performed for the time period
between 1 April 2009 and 31 August 2010. A priori methane
concentration ﬁelds for April 2009 were taken from an inver-
sion constrained only by surface measurements, covering the
period 2007–2010. Fifty iterations of the 4D-VAR algorithm
were performed (which ensure a sufﬁcient cost function
gradient norm reduction) to ensure a convergence of the
optimized emissions and emission uncertainties.
[42] With this common setup, six base inversions were
performed for the different measurement data sets, as out-
lined in Table 2: One inversion constrained only by sur-
face observations (SURF), three inversions constrained by
a combination of satellite and surface (NOAA) observa-
tions (FPNO, PRNO, and SCIANO ), and two inversions
constrained only by GOSAT retrievals (FP and PR). SCIA-
MACHY retrievals contain obvious biases; therefore, it was
decided not to perform a SCIAMACHY-only inversion.
Finally, an additional inversion (PRc) was also performed,
using a GOSAT-Proxy retrievals data set restricted to points
where valid GOSAT-Full Physics retrieval are also available,
Figure 4. Frequency distribution of ﬁt residuals to NOAA surface observations (red) and to satellite
observations (blue) for the a priori model (shaded areas) and for the a posteriori (solid lines). For the FP
and PR inversions, NOAA surface concentrations are independent. Histograms are normed by the amount
of data they represent.
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Figure 5. Comparison of model results with measurements at eight background surface sites. Measure-
ments at Alert, Cape Kumukahi, Crozet, and South Pole are assimilated in the SURF, SCIANO, FPNO,
and PRNO inversions, while the four other sites are never assimilated.
in order to evaluate the impact of the stricter ﬁltering settings
in the Full Physics retrieval.
3. Results
3.1. Statistical Analysis of Fit Residuals
[43] To evaluate the difference in performance between
inversions using different measurement data sets, we ﬁrst
analyze the statistics of the ﬁt residuals. Ideally, the posterior
ﬁt residuals follow a Gaussian distribution centered around
zero, with the width reﬂecting the posterior concentration
uncertainty. In that case the a priori assumptions on ﬂux
and observation uncertainty are consistent with the actual
level of uncertainty. Shifts in the mean or deviations from
Gaussian distributions point to biases or unaccounted error
correlations in the observations, in the a priori emissions, or
in the transport model.
[44] Frequency distribution plots of ﬁt residuals between
modeled concentrations and prescribed surface and satellite
measurements are shown in Figure 4 for the six base inver-
sions. The best ﬁt to surface measurements is obtained with
the SURF inversion ( = 26.8 ppb, bias = 4.5 ppb (obs-
model)), but the two GOSAT+NOAA inversions (FPNO and
PRNO) also reproduce these measurements well (respec-
tively,  = 26.2 ppb, bias = 5.5 ppb and  = 28.3 ppb,
bias = 4.5 ppb).
[45] The SURF inversion is expected to show the best ﬁt
to the NOAA data, because the inversions using satellite data
have to satisfy more observational constraints. Differences
between ﬁt residuals obtained with and without the use of
satellite data point to inconsistencies between these data sets
or shortcomings of the transport model.
[46] The SCIANO inversion shows slightly high biased
surface mixing ratios ( = 27.4 ppb, bias = 7.7 ppb), point-
ing to shortcomings in our ability to correct SCIAMACHY
retrieval biases on the basis of a limited number of avail-
able TCCON sites. The GOSAT-only inversions, FP and PR,
lead to overestimation of surface mixing ratios by 16.9 and
6.9 ppb, respectively, and to increased scatter of the residu-
als ( = 33.1 ppb and  = 39.1 ppb) compared with FPNO
and PRNO. It is expected that FP and PR perform less well,
since they are not constrained by the surface observations.
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However, the presence of a nonnegligible a posteriori bias
points to unaccounted systematic errors in these inversions,
either in the GOSAT retrievals or in the TM5 model.
[47] The four GOSAT inversions yield similar ﬁts to
GOSAT retrievals ( = 14.7–15.8 ppb, bias = 0–0.6 ppb).
The residuals are about a factor of 2 smaller than that
for the SCIANO inversion ( = 32 ppb, bias = 0.3 ppb),
which conﬁrms the improved precision of GOSAT com-
pared with SCIAMACHY (see Figure 3). This is true not
only for the precision but also the bias, as it should be real-
ized that the SCIANO residuals are obtained after signiﬁcant
bias corrections.
3.2. Reproduction of Observed Methane Variability
[48] Three patterns dominate the variability of the simu-
lated large-scale CH4 mixing ratio: the seasonal cycle, the
latitudinal gradient, and the vertical gradient. While the sta-
tistical analysis of ﬁt residuals presented in section 3.1 is
useful for quantifying the overall performance of the inver-
sions, it does not provide any insights on how this variability
is reproduced in the inversions. Here we take a step fur-
ther in this direction by analyzing the dominant modes
of CH4 variability using both inversion-optimized and
independent data.
3.2.1. Seasonal Cycle
[49] The seasonal cycle of methane is dominated by the
seasonal cycle of OH, excepted in regions where emissions
show a large seasonal variability (such as natural wetland
areas). It is expected that all inversions correctly reproduce
the seasonal cycle as observed at background sites. The
opposite would imply that either the observations do not pro-
vide a sufﬁcient constraint or that the constraint they provide
is biased.
[50] Comparisons between surface observations and cor-
responding inversion estimates are presented in Figure 5.
Eight background sites are chosen to cover a wide range of
latitudes. Data at four of these sites (Alert, Cape Kumukahi,
Figure 6. Average seasonal cycle for three latitudinal
bands. Model-simulated mixing-ratio ﬁelds are evaluated at
locations of surface sites used in the SURF inversion. Ten-
day moving average is applied to remove the short-term
variability.
Figure 7. Comparisons between model and measurements at four TCCON sites. Model and measure-
ments are weekly averaged.
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Crozet, and South Pole) have been used in the NOAA
constrained inversions.
[51] As expected, the four inversions constrained by sur-
face sites reproduce those observations well, which is true
also for the independent sites. The two GOSAT-only inver-
sions show overestimated mixing ratios (by 5 to 20 ppb) at
all latitudes but more prominently in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. The PR inversion shows a seasonal cycle slightly
phase shifted at high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere
(with a winter peak delayed by 1month) and strongly devi-
ating from observations at northern high-latitude sites (Alert
and Cold Bay).
[52] Figure 6 shows seasonal cycles simulated at all the
surface sites used in the inversions, averaged in three zonal
bands (corrected by a constant offset corresponding to their
mixing ratio on 1 September). Since the SURF inversion
reproduces the surface observations very well, it can be used
as a reference in the high latitudes (Figure 6, top and bot-
tom). In the low latitudes band (Figure 6, middle) the SURF
inversion cannot be used for this purpose because of the
limited number of available surface stations in this latitudi-
nal band, which does not allow a proper assessment of its
performance.
[53] The seasonal cycles of the SURF, FPNO, and FP
inversions are well in phase in all latitude bands. Differences
in the amplitude of the seasonal cycle are noted, in particu-
lar between FP and SURF at high latitudes. This difference
may be due to an insufﬁcient coverage of the GOSAT mea-
surements and therefore does not necessarily imply a bias in
the retrieval. Similarly, in the tropics there is only a minor
amplitude difference between the seasonal cycles of FP and
FPNO, explained by the weak constraints from the surface
measurements at those latitudes.
[54] In contrast, the PR inversion shows stronger devi-
ations in the shape of the seasonal cycle compared to the
other inversions. In the Northern Hemisphere it leads to
an overestimated month-to-month variability that we were
able to trace back to unrealistic low retrievals over Siberia,
which nonetheless satisﬁed the default ﬁltering criteria. The
more stringent ﬁltering applied to the PRc inversion leads
to a much more realistic seasonal cycle in the high-latitude
Northern Hemisphere, conﬁrming the inﬂuence of data ﬁl-
tering. The contribution of ﬁltering to the phase-shifted
seasonal cycle in the high-latitude Southern Hemisphere,
however, is much smaller.
[55] The SCIANO inversion does not show signiﬁcant
mismatches in seasonality in the comparisons to surface
observations (Figure 5). This might be explained by the
seasonal bias correction that is applied to SCIAMACHY
retrievals (see section 2.3.2). Despite this correction, some-
what underestimated seasonal cycle amplitudes show up in
the tropics as seen most clearly during May–July 2010 in
Figure 5 and January 2010 in Figure 6.
3.2.2. Spatial Distribution of Methane
[56] Besides the seasonal cycle, we also verify how well
the inversions are able to reproduce the observed methane
latitudinal and vertical gradients. Figure 5 shows offsets
between the GOSAT-only inversions and the surface obser-
vations at high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere. This
could point to biases in the GOSAT retrievals, which
would lead to overestimated surface concentrations in the
absence of constraints from surface observations. A second
Figure 8. Zonal yearly mixing-ratio adjustment for three
pressure ranges: (top) pressures < 270 hPa (stratosphere),
(middle) pressures between 850 and 270 hPa (free tro-
posphere), and (bottom) pressures > 850 hPa (planetary
boundary layer).
possibility is that the TM5 model can be affected by sys-
tematic errors, causing it to reproduce correctly either sur-
face or total-column CH4 but not both at the same time.
First we analyze the possibility of a bias in GOSAT by
comparing inversion-optimized total-column CH4 with mea-
surements from the TCCON network of ground-based FTS
[Wunch et al., 2010].
[57] A comparison between model estimates for TCCON
retrievals at four TCCON sites is shows in Figure 7. For
clarity of the ﬁgure, data have been averaged weekly. Over-
all, GOSAT inversions reproduce TCCON observations very
well (with average model-data mismatches between –7 and
10 ppb and standard deviations of these model-data mis-
matches between 8 and 11 ppb), in line with the good
agreement between TCCON and GOSAT XCH4 reported by
Schepers et al. [2012]. On the contrary, the SURF inversion
shows a systematic underestimation of the total columns by
20 ppb at the Southern Hemispheric TCCON sites Wollon-
gong and Lauder (and by 10 ppb in Northern Hemispheric
sites). Concerning SCIAMACHY, the SCIANO inversion
leads to a pronounced overestimation of TCCON observa-
tions in some Northern Hemispheric sites (such as Bialystok,
shown in Figure 7) in the ﬁrst half of the inversion, whereas
it shows good agreement with the observations in the second
part (after January 2010).
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Figure 9. Fit residuals (model-obs) between results from inversions and measurements from the HIPPO
campaigns 2 and 3. The value in the title of each plot is the average offset (TM5-obs) for the corresponding
simulation.
[58] The sparse global coverage of the TCCON network
provides only a limited representation of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere; therefore, the good comparison between TCCON
and GOSAT is not in itself proof that GOSAT data are
totally bias free. It nonetheless permits to exclude the pos-
sibility of a global uniform bias of GOSAT retrievals. To
further investigate how the inversions deal with the dif-
ferent types of observational constraints, we compare the
inversion-optimized vertical gradients in three layers of the
atmosphere.
[59] Surface observations are very sensitive to methane
variability in the planetary boundary layer and, for back-
ground sites, to the variability of the whole troposphere.
They are on the contrary not sensitive to methane variability
in the stratosphere. In contrast, GOSAT and SCIAMACHY
(and TCCON) retrievals are mostly sensitive to the free tro-
posphere and to the lower stratosphere. In Figure 8, we
have therefore decomposed the atmosphere in three altitude
layers, representing approximately the planetary boundary
layer, the free troposphere, and the stratosphere. In each of
these layers, and for each simulation, we have calculated the
average latitudinal gradient. To limit the number of lines in
the ﬁgure, we left out the PR and PRNO inversions as they
behave similar to, respectively, the FP and FPNO inversions.
[60] The free troposphere (Figure 8, middle) shows
adjustments of the latitudinal gradients compared to the prior
that are close to what is seen at the surface (Figure 8, bot-
tom). The FP inversion differs from the SURF inversion
mostly by an offset of 20 ppb in the Southern Hemisphere
and 10 to 15 ppb in the Northern Hemisphere. In the FPNO
and SCIANO inversions the additional constraints provided
by the surface measurements reduce the difference with the
SURF inversions at midlatitudes to high latitudes where the
density of surface sites is highest. FPNO and SCIANO are
nevertheless able to satisfy the observational constraints on
the total column by increasing the methane concentration in
the stratosphere. Since our inversion setup does not allow
optimization of the atmospheric lifetime of methane, these
variations in the vertical proﬁle are obtained by an adjust-
ment of the initial concentration ﬁeld in the lower strato-
sphere, which, due to the slow mixing at those altitudes,
persists throughout the inversion period.
[61] For a more extensive validation of our results, we
also compared our inversion-optimized CH4 concentrations
to measurements from the HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Obser-
vations (HIPPO) aircraft campaigns, which provide north-
south transects of the troposphere above the Paciﬁc Ocean.
We compare our model results to measurements from the
HIPPO campaigns 2 and 3 [Wofsy, 2011] that coincide
with our inversion period (Figure 9). These comparisons
show that all simulations, including the prior model, over-
estimate the methane mixing ratio by 20 to 40 ppb in the
lower tropical troposphere. This overestimation extends to
the whole tropical troposphere in the SCIAMACHY and
GOSAT inversions. The use of surface observations in the
FPNO, PRNO, and SCIANO inversions forces the CH4
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Figure 10. A posteriori emissions compared with emissions a priori for the six inversions. The size
of the dots represents the strength of the a priori emissions, while the color describes the percentage
emissions change.
mixing ratio to lower values outside the tropics, while in the
PR and FP inversions, the CH4 mixing ratio remains high
at Southern Hemisphere high latitudes. This is in general
agreement with our interpretation of the surface observations
and TCCON comparisons.
3.3. Inversion-Optimized Fluxes
[62] In this section we investigate how the differences in
spatial and temporal gradients of CH4 as analyzed in the pre-
vious sections translate into differences in inversion-derived
surface ﬂuxes.
[63] Optimized methane emissions are shown in
Figure 10, in a layout that emphasizes inversion-derived
modiﬁcations of the a priori ﬂuxes that are signiﬁcant in
both absolute and relative sense. Emissions on the model
grid are commonly not well resolved by the measurements
and can therefore be difﬁcult to interpret. More robust ﬂux
adjustments, integrated over larger regions, are shown in
Figure 11.
[64] The estimated global yearly total emissions are
highly consistent across the inversions, ranging from –2.4%
to +2.7% of the a priori emissions. This is expected for the
inversions constrained by surface observations, since those
observations provide an accurate constraint on the annual
methane growth rate. The total emissions inferred from the
GOSAT-only inversions are also very similar (at least when
the strict ﬁltering settings are used for the GOSAT-Proxy
inversion, PRc), which conﬁrms that there is no signiﬁcant
global bias in the GOSAT retrievals. The inconsistencies
between low and high altitude adjustments that were dis-
cussed in the previous section do not strongly inﬂuence the
estimated global ﬂuxes.
[65] Integrated over large scales, all inversions yield an
increase of tropical emissions (from +31TgCH4/yr for
SURF up to 63 TgCH4/yr for FPNO), compensated by an
equivalent reduction of CH4 emissions in Northern Hemi-
sphere temperate and high latitudes (–27 TgCH4/yr for FP
and PRc, down to –49 TgCH4/yr for the SCIANO inver-
sion). The use of satellite observations allows a better
resolution of tropical emissions, as illustrated in Figure 10.
While the SURF inversion shows a homogeneous adjust-
ment of the emissions across the tropical continents (except
for Indonesia), the satellite inversions show more variations,
with the tropical emission increase attributed mainly to four
regions: the Amazon basin, Central Africa (particularly the
Victoria Lake region), Indonesia, and Central Asia (Iran,
Afghanistan, etc.).
[66] In line with the latitudinal concentration gradients
shown in section 3.2.2, the joined inversions of satellite and
surface observations increase the ratio between the tropical
and extratropical emissions. This also causes minor regional
inconsistencies, such as negative emissions over Patagonia.
This is one of the degrees of freedom by which the inversion
can satisfy the incompatible constraints of high satellite-
retrieved XCH4 in the tropics and comparably low surface
measurements at temperate to high latitudes. Without the
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Figure 11. (top) A priori methane emissions and (bottom) emission adjustments for regions deﬁned in
Figure 2.
strong observational constraints at high latitudes, FP and PR
(and PRc) lead to more homogeneous emission adjustments.
[67] Figure 10 shows negative emissions (contours below
–100% adjustment of the a priori ﬂux) for the proxy inver-
sions over North Africa (including the Arabic Peninsula)
and Western Russia. This ﬂux adjustment coincides with the
anomalous seasonal variability found in the Northern Hemi-
sphere in the PR and PRNO inversions (see section 3.2.2)
and disappears using the stricter ﬁltering settings of the PRc
inversion, as explained earlier (see also Figure 11).
[68] The GOSAT-Proxy inversions show larger emissions
over Asia than the Full Physics. This may be explained
by regional larger values of XCH4 in the GOSAT-Proxy
retrieval than in the GOSAT-Full Physics, which cannot
be fully explained by differences in data selection since
PRc shows intermediate Asian emissions. These differences
between the two retrievals have been reported by Schepers
et al. [2012], who explain it by shortcomings in the model-
derived CO2 ﬁelds that are used to translate the GOSAT-
retrieved proxy ratios into XCH4. Although this should also
affect the SCIAMACHY retrievals, the SCIANO inversion
does not show similar ﬂux adjustments over India. This
may be explained by either the larger retrieval uncertainty
of SCIAMACHY or a regional bias correction of SCIA-
MACHY retrievals coincidentally compensating errors in
CO2model . It conﬁrms the added value of the Full Physics
retrieval, which does not require such corrections and allows
a quasi-independent veriﬁcation of the proxy retrievals.
4. Discussion
[69] We have investigated the application of GOSAT
XCH4 retrievals to atmospheric inverse modeling of the
global sources and sinks of CH4 and compared the
performance of inversions using GOSAT to the use of
SCIAMACHY and surface measurements. For all the obser-
vational data sets included in the analysis, we ﬁnd that
our a priori emissions are too low in the tropics (by 35
to 64 TgCH4/yr) and too high in the Northern Hemisphere
midlatitudes to high latitudes (by 39 to 49 TgCH4/yr). This
shift is consistent with previous inverse modeling analyses
of the global CH4 cycle using the TM5 model (and its pre-
vious versions TM2, TM3, and TM4) in applications to both
satellite and surface measurements [Houweling et al., 1999;
Hein et al., 1997; Bergamaschi et al., 2009].
[70] This overestimated north-south gradient of methane
in the a priori simulations was hypothesized to be caused
in part by a too slow interhemispheric exchange in the TM
family of transport models, which was recently conﬁrmed by
simulations of SF6 conducted as part of the TRANSCOM-
CH4 model intercomparison experiment [Patra et al., 2011].
In this study, we have accounted for this model shortcoming
by introducing a parameterization of horizontal diffusion,
which was used to calibrate the interhemispheric exchange
of TM5 based on the observed SF6 gradient. This calibra-
tion shifted the inverse modeling-derived CH4 emissions by
about 40 Tg/yr from the Southern to the Northern Hemi-
sphere. Despite this adjustment, which shows up largely
as a shift across tropical latitudes, an additional correction
from the extratropics to the tropics is needed, strengthen-
ing the evidence that the overestimated latitudinal gradi-
ent has also a contribution from a priori underestimated
tropical emissions.
[71] Compared to an inversion using only surface obser-
vations, inversions constrained by satellite retrievals lead
to an increased resolution of tropical and Southern Hemi-
spheric emissions. Integrated over the tropics, the GOSAT
measurements conﬁrm conclusions drawn in the past using
SCIAMACHY about underestimated tropical emissions.
However, on the subcontinental to regional scales, dif-
ferences between the inversion-estimated ﬂuxes are still
rather large and also larger than the single inversion-derived
regional ﬂux uncertainties. In the remainder of this section,
we discuss the possible causes of these differences and
summarize the most robust outcomes of our inversion
intercomparison.
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[72] As described in section 3.3, in the tropics, the com-
bined use of surface and satellite measurements leads to
systematically higher tropical emissions compared with the
use of only surface measurements or only satellite retrievals.
The opposite is found at higher latitudes where the com-
bined use of surface and satellite measurements leads to
stronger emission reductions compensating for the tropi-
cal increase. Since the options for emission reductions in
the Southern Hemisphere are limited, this causes unrealis-
tic negative emissions over Patagonia. Meanwhile, inver-
sions combining surface and satellite observations lead
to larger adjustments of the methane vertical distribution,
which may not improve the representation of the strato-
sphere (section 3.2.2). These adjustments of the vertical
proﬁle and of the tropical/extratropical emission balance
are two symptoms of the fact that our transport model is
unable to reconcile observational constraints on surface and
total-column CH4.
[73] One cause of this difﬁculty could be the existence
of remaining regional biases in the CH4 retrievals. Given
the overall good consistency between SCIAMACHY and
GOSAT, it seems unlikely that instrumental problems play
an important role. In fact, our results provide important con-
ﬁrmation of the ﬁndings of SCIAMACHY that have been
reported in the past. On the retrieval side, however, there
is the possibility of common biases, for example, due to
spectroscopic uncertainties. Common errors in the treatment
of aerosols are not very likely, because the proxy and full
physics retrievals are very different approaches to correct
perturbations of the optical path due to aerosol scatter-
ing. In addition, the good performance of the two GOSAT
retrievals is conﬁrmed by a good agreement to TCCON
retrievals [Butz et al., 2011; Schepers et al., 2012]. Nev-
ertheless, important uncertainties remain due to the limited
coverage of the TCCON network in particular at southern
latitudes and in the tropics. The SCIAMACHY bias cor-
rection, although reasonably effective at this stage, strongly
relies on the global representativity of the TCCON network.
[74] A second possible cause is errors in the transport
model itself that would make it difﬁcult to reproduce well in
the same time two different types of observations. The joint
constraints of surface observations and satellite retrievals
would be accommodated easier with less efﬁcient intrahemi-
spheric mixing that would reduce the exchange of methane
between the tropics and Southern Hemispheric extratropics.
This exchange has been increased by introducing horizon-
tal diffusion (section 2.1) to speed up the interhemispheric
mixing. It is difﬁcult to evaluate the impact of the added dif-
fusion on the performance of the transport model at smaller
scales. Sensitivity tests did not show signiﬁcant changes
except for minor modiﬁcations of the seasonal cycle near
the surface in the tropics. Regionally, the tropical seasonal
cycle of methane shows a signiﬁcant inﬂuence from the sea-
sonal dynamics of the ITCZ, which explains the inﬂuence of
horizontal diffusion since it is coupled to convective mass
ﬂuxes. More tropical measurements would be needed, how-
ever, to quantify if this results in an overall gain or loss
in performance. Besides horizontal mixing there is also the
possibility that vertical mixing or stratosphere-troposphere
exchange plays a role.
[75] Finally, a third and interesting candidate to explain
this systematic mismatch between surface and column-
mixing ratios is atmospheric chemistry. Our inversion setup
has been simpliﬁed by prescribing the photochemical sinks
as hard constraints, motivated by the limited available
information in satellite and surface measurements to inde-
pendently constrain surface sources and atmospheric sinks.
Besides tropospheric OH, the combined impact of uncertain-
ties in stratospheric chemistry and stratosphere-troposphere
exchange also has the potential to signiﬁcantly modify the
simulation of XCH4. On the other hand, the adjustments of
the lower stratosphere as shown in Figure 8 do not seem to
make the model more realistic, suggesting that the required
modiﬁcations may be outside the uncertainty range.
[76] Comparisons with HIPPO observations (Figure 9)
show that a relative overestimation of tropical CH4 may be
present in all simulations, including the prior model and
the SURF inversion. This could support the hypothesis of
transport model errors in the tropics but would need to be
conﬁrmed by measurements at other longitudes and other
seasons. An in-depth analysis of the possible contribution
of chemistry, transport, and retrieval uncertainties discussed
here is outside the scope of this study. However, it is realized
that such an analysis could provide valuable insights and is
therefore planned as part of a follow-up publication.
[77] Despite the signiﬁcance of discussion above for the
methane budget in the midlatitude to high-latitude Southern
Hemisphere, it is important to realize that the total uncer-
tainty introduced by this potential bias is low. For exam-
ple, emissions integrated over the tropical band show only
8% difference between FP and FPNO and 5% difference
between PR and PRNO. Our ratio of tropical to nontropical
emissions is also in the range of what was published in ear-
lier studies. In Bousquet et al. [2010] the emissions between
30ıN and 30ıS account for 54% of the global annual emis-
sions based on surface measurements, compared to 59% to
63% in our inversions. Bergamaschi et al. [2009] report that
low-latitude emissions represent 62% of the total methane
emissions, using the TM5-4DVAR applied to SCIAMACHY
retrievals for the year 2004. Depending on the satellite data
set used, we estimate the emission from tropical South
America at 66 to 74 TgCH4/yr, which is similar to esti-
mates reported by Mikaloff Fletcher et al. [2004] and
Frankenberg et al. [2008]. Our emission estimates are also
in good agreement with those of Fraser et al. [2012], on the
basis of a different GOSAT-Proxy retrieval [Parker et al.,
2011]: We ﬁnd total CH4 emissions in South America rang-
ing from 94 (SURF) to 113 (PRc) TgCH4/yr, which is in line
with their estimates (99–105TgCH4/yr). Our emissions in
Africa (60 TgCH4/yr (SURF), 81 TgCH4/yr (SCIANO), and
65–73TgCH4/yr (GOSAT inversions)) are slightly lower
than what they report (83.5–92.5 TgCH4/yr), but the region
deﬁnitions are not totally similar and can easily explain
these differences.
[78] The use of two different retrieval data sets derived
from the same satellite instrument provides a good opportu-
nity to compare the added value of each retrieval method for
CH4 inverse modeling. The Proxy retrieval approach allows
for a more extensive coverage and therefore should provide
stronger constraints on CH4 emissions. However, the use
of GOSAT-Full Physics retrievals leads to a more realistic
temporal variation of the surface mixing ratio in the North-
ern Hemisphere and more plausible emission estimates over
Europe and the Sahara. The reduced accuracy of the proxy
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method can to some extent be compensated by stricter data
selection but at the cost of losing the extended coverage.
In the high-latitude Southern Hemisphere the GOSAT-Proxy
retrieval shows a phase-shifted seasonal cycle, which is not
sensitive to ﬁltering settings (Figure 5). This currently limits
the added value of the GOSAT-Proxy inversions compared
with the Full Physics approach. However, ongoing devel-
opment of the retrieval codes may change this situation
in the future. From the perspective of inverse modeling,
the availability of data sets from alternative retrieval tech-
niques is highly valuable for assessing the robustness of
inversion-derived emission estimates, as demonstrated in
this study.
5. Conclusion
[79] We have performed an intercomparison of CH4 inver-
sions constrained by three different data products of satellite-
retrieved XCH4: the SCIAMACHY IMAPv5.5 retrieval
[Frankenberg et al., 2011] and the GOSAT RemoteC
Proxy and Full Physics retrievals [Butz et al., 2010, 2011;
Schepers et al., 2012]. The GOSAT inversions have been
carried out with and without a set of surface observations
from the NOAA ESRL network [Dlugokencky et al., 2013].
Inversion-derived emissions were compared and evaluated
using different sets of independent observations. The main
goals were to evaluate the performances of GOSAT methane
inversions in comparison to earlier published SCIAMACHY
inversions and to further investigate the role of measure-
ment uncertainty in relation to other uncertainties, such as
those of the a priori CH4 sources and sinks and the transport
model that was used. Speciﬁc attention is paid to the compar-
ison of inversions using the Proxy or Full Physics retrieval
of GOSAT.
[80] Despite important differences between the GOSAT
and SCIAMACHY instruments and between the Proxy
and the Full Physics retrieval methods, it is found that
all satellite inversions lead to very comparable large-scale
adjustments of the a priori emissions. These results con-
ﬁrm earlier ﬁndings using SCIAMACHY [Bergamaschi
et al., 2009; Frankenberg et al., 2011], pointing, for
example, to increased emissions from the tropics. An impor-
tant difference between the satellite instruments is the
improved accuracy of GOSAT, which allows an inversion
setup without the co-optimization of bias coefﬁcients, as
commonly used for SCIAMACHY to improve the inter-
nal consistency. The absence of such bias corrections in the
GOSAT inversions strengthens the conclusions based on the
new retrievals.
[81] As expected, the largest added value of satellites
is found over tropical continents where satellites allow an
important extension of measurement coverage. Compared
to a reference inversion constrained only by surface obser-
vations, inversions using satellite retrievals point to higher
emissions in South America (Amazon basin) and Cen-
tral Western Africa (Victoria Lake region) than accounted
for in our prior estimate. Although our inversion setup
provides limited process-speciﬁc information, the underes-
timated emissions are likely related to tropical wetlands,
which are the most uncertain. The satellite inversions also
show an area of strong methane emissions over Central Asia,
which could be related to the use of fossil fuel or geologic
emissions. Other important emission changes common to all
inversions include reductions of emissions in Eastern China
and the Northern Hemisphere high latitudes.
[82] The comparisons to independent measurements, such
as TCCON ground-based FTS and the HIPPO aircraft
campaigns, show the best agreement using the GOSAT-
Full Physics retrievals. Comparable ﬁts to observations are
also obtained using SCIAMACHY but rely on signiﬁcant
bias corrections. The reduced coverage of the GOSAT-
Full Physics retrieval compared to SCIAMACHY is com-
pensated by the improved quality of the retrievals. For
the GOSAT-Proxy retrieval, some unrealistic variations in
XCH4 were found over Asia, which led to signiﬁcantly per-
turbed seasonal variations in the inversion-optimized ﬂuxes.
A stricter ﬁltering of the GOSAT-Proxy retrieval avoids
these artifacts. However, it also signiﬁcantly reduces the
measurement coverage, which is considered an important
strength of the Proxy method compared with the Full Physics
method.
[83] Comparisons of inversions using only surface or
satellite data point to remaining inconsistencies between
the constraints imposed by surface and total-column mea-
surements. Comparisons of the satellite data to TCCON
ground-based FTS measurements indicate that the prob-
lem is unlikely to be caused by the satellite retrievals.
Alternative possible explanations are shortcomings in the
atmospheric transport model or in the representation of the
atmospheric oxidation of methane, which is not optimized
in the current inversion setup. This highlights the need for
further developments not only of satellite retrievals but also
of the chemistry and transport models that are used for
their interpretation. Developments on the modeling side rely
critically on the availability of in situ measurements. To
resolve the current inconsistency between surface and total-
column measurements would greatly beneﬁt from extended
in situ monitoring of surface and total-column CH4 over
tropical continents.
[84] Further research will focus on the use of satellites for
studying interannual variations and trends of methane. The
overall good agreement between inversion results obtained
using SCIAMACHY and GOSAT are an encouraging step
in this direction.
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